
 

RESEARCH PROJECT FOR END OF FIRST YEAR COURSES or COURSE FOUR 

 

CHOOSE ONE OR COMBINATION OF THE FOLLOWING RESEARCH PROJECTS 

1. Pick any market (ideally one you have been working on) and GO BACK AT LEAST THREE Jupiter 

cycles (36 years or more): 

A. Identify dates of all major aspects (conjunction, opposition, waxing and waning squares 

and trines) of Jupiter/Uranus, or Jupiter/Neptune, or Jupiter/Pluto signatures 

B. Determine what percent of time each correlated with a major, one-half-primary, or 

primary cycle trough or crest within central time band (+/- 4 trading days) or expanded 

time band (+/- 12 trading days for PC or greater, +/- 9 days for ½ PC, +/- 8 days for major 

cycles). 

C. Show cumulative totals and percentages, i.e. 

I. How many (%) were greater than primary cycles – include DB or DT 

II. How many (%) were primary or greater – include DB or DT 

III. How many (%) were ½ PC or greater 

IV. How many (%) were major cycles or greater 

V. Note if there was a preponderance of crests or troughs with the strongest cycles 

involved in each date. 

 

2. Using the market you have been working on, identify all major and greater cycles that took place 

within 8-12 days of a Chiron retrograde or direct date going back 10-20 years – at least ten cases 

of each Rx and D. Use the same time band orbs as given above  (+/- 12 trading days for PC or 

greater, +/- 9 days for ½ PC, +/- 8 days for major cycles). If you spot a reversal that is a strong 

trading cycle, you may use that too. 

 

3. Pick a planet/sign combination involving Mercury, Venus, or Mars (helio or geo) that you think 

has a strong correlation to crests or troughs and provide at least 20 cases that support your case 

that this correlation was effective at least 75% of time. 

Here are some ideas: 

A. Transiting Mars in Scorpio correlates with a strong rally or crest in Gold, off a low in last 

half of Libra 



B. Venus transiting Libra correlates with a trough or strong decline in Silver 

C. Helio Mercury in Sagittarius correlates with a crest in Gold off a low 0-5 days before it 

enters Sagittarius 

 

4. Two parts: 1) If you have FAR, do a filtered wave, weighted value study of planets in signs going 

back as far as your data in a cash market, covering at least 24 years. Draw conclusions as to 

which signs of the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, and Mars correlated with reversals of ‘X’%, , and 

then do the same for high and lows. 2) Do a solar/lunar study of the Sun in Sagittarius for that 

market. Break the study down by highlighting only the Sun in Sagittarius, then compute the 

weighted values for Moon signs with the Sun in Sag and break them down further into crests 

and troughs.  

Note: 1) Make sure your ephemeris in FAR is set for the middle of the day for the time zone of 

that market (i.e., noon will work). 2) choose a filtered wave % that represents one reversal 

averaging approximately every 15 trading days. 

 

5. You may design your own unique research study as well. Just run it by us before you begin. 

 


